establishment
\

town

officers for 18'731

Selectmen and assessors -John
Young
of the Poor-David
Young
and t r e a s u r e r
taxes -henry W. Cowing.
Superintendant of schools-b F. Hutchinson
School Committee-John M. Crocker, Horace A. Freeman,
Hilliard Mrs,.Annie J. Hutchinson, Mrs. Harriet F. Milch
MercyM. Hopkins
Chief Engineer of the Fire Department-John D. Hilliard
Assistant Engineers
Taylor, L. N.Paine; Enos N. Young, E.K. Cook.
Road S u r v e y o r Atkins
Board of Health-Jonathan Cook, David Smith, Alexander
Manuel
Constables - Jonathan Cook, E. J. Kilburn R. D. Baxter
M.Carnes
Fence Viewers-E. J. Kilburn John M.

overseers

I

born
Beach Grass Committee -Henry A
Alexander.
Surveyorsof Wood,
and L u m b e r- J.S. Atwood,
Holmes, F.M. Freeman.
Drivers Freeman M.Bowley
Keepers -Freeman M. Bowley Edward
Sealer of Weights and Measures
Truant Committee -John Young, James Emery,
Monument Committee-John D. Hilliard

-

Inhabitants OF

PROVINCETOWN:

r the year ending December 31st.

interest,

abatement of
Discount
state and

Taxes,
s,
taxes

0.C. It. R. for

incidental expenses

school Houses, town House and Hill,
to Western School House,

support of the Poor.
paid orders of overseers,
town

appropriation

orders of Supt schools
31, ,1872,

balance in treasurey

Paid orders of the Engineers,
town Appropriation,.
Cash from sale of old hose,
balance in treasury

6570

night watchto Dec. 31, 1873,
Town appropriation,
balance 'in Treasury,

was voted

at the last, annual town meeting

in accordance with said vote a Night
to May 15, and Sept. 15 to Jan.
addition to the above, Policemen and
ed duty amounting to $76 02,
and Police the past year $1377 72.

that there be appropriatedfor purposes
the sum of $ 1 6 0 .

police

idof1873, $7043

-

May 1873.

Age 34 years

REPORT OF THE OVERSEERS
"
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or out of almshouse

a

11 03
9 03

24
for the ensuiug year we would respectfully
tion of twenty-five hundred doIlars.

E. K. COOK,

-

e

officers of

the different Companies are :

Ulysses Engine, No. 1.

c

Foreman, John G. Whitcomb.
1st Ass’t, David H. Atkins.
2d Ass’t,John W. Young.
Clerk, Phillip A. Whorf.
Steward, Chas. Loring.
50 paid members. 14 volunteers.
franklin

Engine No. 2.

Foreman, Seth Smith.
1st Ass’t, Ed. N. Paine
2d Ass’t, Warren Fielding.
Clerk, Lewis Nickerson.
Steward, P. S. Cutter.
50 paid members 33 volunteers

Mazeppa Engine, No. 3.
Foreman, Lemuel Cook, 2 .
1st.Ass’t. Joseph Whitcomb.
2d Ass’t, Jobn M. Graham.
Clerk, Heman S. Cook.
Steward,Lemuel Cook, 2d.
50 paidmembers 23 volunteers
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there are times when it is for the interest of the child
as for the school to divide.

\

It was so in this case.

not understand that those recommending division i
be permanent. Not at all. We are not up to that
Doubtless there will be a time when children will
a much less number of hours daily than they
e s p e c i a l l y younger pupils. But with us that
e future. Now it is a‘ fact, notwithstanding the
some, that the progress was greater in the
.during division than just before or since.
been verified by observation-and examination
should be the case is evident to any intelligent an
diced mind that knows anything about the Wokrnig
school. We will not attempt to explain now. t h e
however, was not sustained by the people and in
their wish the pupils were permitted to come
W e are very happy to see that some of
have got their eyes open. For, instead of o
children to remain in an illy ventilated, poorly
pooy
rl heated, dusty, dirty and crowded school room for
with nothing to do but to fold their
an
-shouldered and fretful, instead of doing this,
they permit their children to attend but half a
have been several of these cases, and in each case
and physical health of the child is better and his
greater. We hope there will be more. We
same thing ourselves Several changes in text bo
been made which have aided much in the advancement
pupil. There is a great deal in a good text book.
book is best that gives a clear, comprehensive an
knowledge of a subject in the shortest possible time
the leapt possible expense These points we think
gained The questions “What should be taught i
room? “And how?” are questions under serious
tion by educators
,Y
now in addition to what has already been said by

arms

we will remark on the following topics and first
THE SUPERINTENDENT.

seems necessary to consider this subject. We bestated last year in a Superintendent. And we rethere is no substitute of equal force., No comtake its place and no delegated power stands equal
in the commercial, political and social world?
just such supervision? Does not a bank have
hasn’t a railroad corporation a manager? Do
mayor of a city, the governor of a state and
a nation? Doesnt’ every business firm have
responsible one? Hasn’t’ the army a general and
superintendent to a factory? Do we send vessel
h. half a dozen captains? Not at all,-and why?
well knows why How is it with various orsociety do they not have a head? I n fact is not
heah, call it what you may, captain general,
atnot, indispensable to every successful underit be social, political or commerical? Most
Then what’s the useto talk about the efficacy
superintendant of public schools Doesn’t the same
to the management of schools as to a railroad?
with greater force, for in one there is
e mind, while in the other money is the
t do educators say on this point? They
loudest accents. The Secretary of the
education and the agents of the same heartily recadvise towns to unite and have the officer
unable to sustain him alone. w h a t is the feeling
Read their reports. What do they say?
is a sham ? a waste ? n o t at all. ‘They are all
supervision. They recommend it to their
school committees the authority there would
Superintendents of schools as there are
r is of recent date. Gloucester or Springhonor of the first appointment ; and yet what

.

~

in his positionto
with a successful school
their number is increasing every year. Once in a while
appointment is interruptedby the prejudice or selfish
some aspiring mind that happens to be popular for the
ment. But such cases have a reaction as they always
Not only in the State are Superintendents increasing
over the country. There is more depending on the
managment or supervision of a system of schools
any other thing. a n d yet some persons handle it as i
a trifling affair.

account of the exp.
than s u p e r v i s i o n a committee
pay this officer a thousand dollars a year. Not at
dutiesdo not demand such an outlay. It is not
necessary to pay what we ha
the hands of the committee,
perintendent in the same way that the General Statutes
provides for their own pay ; that is, so much a day
services or they can make his salary fifty or a hundred
dollars if they desire Of course a hundred. doll
command the services that two hundred will, but
with equal force to the services
denied that one dollar paid to a Superintendent secures
services than the same amount
is better than double the

office It is not altogether-how
The objection of expense
has no foundation.

sum. W h y not? C
perintendant as for

i.e. e : an equalpower

will be

? There is not much difference well,

e by proxy is a difference of responthe other doesn’t,-which
is a dif-

cheap
get’ the .work out of
e as the responsible

s have imp

consideration

s and others have the matter under serious

We are happy to
complement of the parent, hence that education that
person for a t e a c h qualifies
duty is the development of the physical mental and m
child. This is no less the duty of the
eduction of one should be
other. The knowledge gained at a Normal School
fore purely practical.
W e speak the above because we think commit ees
encourage their school graduates to attend
e
especial y those intending to teach.
towns depend on their own school graduates
teachers especially is this true with towns like
pay sufficient salary to draw teachers from abroad.
heard of a teacher that laidup fourteen
of a salary of one thousand; but we fail to
teachers can lay up much o u t of two hundred
a year and pay six dollars a week for board
toa certain extent manufacture its o
already doing this, using as an instrument
the Training School We are hardly able tow support
school. Yet we can do much toward
tion. The present graduating class of our High
receiving instruction in object-teaching which
timable €or the discipline given, but fits the
extant for teaching. Those of the
have the privilege of visiting the other scho ls
week, and the result is very satisfactor
that the committee wiil make such
of study as t u enable preparation
those intending to teach. The town will reap
the form of better teachers.
THE parent

parents do not-feel their responsibility .and u
\

Now who is to
the scholars present
f the time and don’t

these

articles, and in e

only affects ‘the scholar that is absent
especially the class he is in. .We

Sometimes the teacher is at fa
the child back but some others
teachers that in order. to
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books and classes far beyond their capacity
a pupil helter-skelter over a subject is as
can be done to the child. Parents. measure
their children by the book they study or
in. Private school teachers know this and
cards accordingly. Parents are too often
way, although they do not know it. Now
should be just where he belongs. If he b
other class he should be put there. It may
e, but it is only for a time. ,We know it
seen it repeatedly It is not only justice to the child
but to the other scholars. It is ten times better for a
to be a little ahead of his class rather than a. little
The. difference between the two cases is the difference
understanding a subject and half understanding
thing and not seeing it. If the .child is r
, in his proper place and suppIied with necess
rial and then does not progress the fault lies elsewhere
onthe shoulders of the parent and he has a right
. <

*

once ayear

each and every grade. This will give the
opporu
tny
ti to qualify his child for the next higher
s out the work of the teacher and makes him

OUR PRESENT System

Nothing is done without a system and the better
the more we are enabled to accomplish I n making
system the first thing is to properly grade and
scholars. The next thing is to mark out the work
grade and class. And the next and most important
pervision of the same. Examine the successful
systemin this State,or any other State, or in any other
and we see that the schools are graded ; that there is
of study marked out for each grade and that the
managed by a Superintendent. It is this together
law of compulsory attendance that gives the school
many such a high standing. Suppose the schools
graded What do we have ? Why, a sampleof theold
system. * Horace Mann (who did more for educa
State than any other man) says, that the law
towns to divide themselves into districts. was the

"**-

yet some would go back to the old system.,

ne, the work won't amount
uniform progress.

we re-

and we would have to go
over the term Previous
went into the next higher
want of proper grades

ole argument is in

.

alattention but such can
classesin a school And a system withoutclasses can
ported only at an enormous expense. Under such a
would want not more than ten or twelve

h before he can swim or evening
st.

the numberof

First.-The recommendation
Second-Immdiate

degree upon the condieducation of half a dozen

It is useless to put
to be done and w
to-morrow makes
the end of another
effect uponthe schools
a lot of babies into a
Grammar School of i

seventy-six hundred dollars to meet the expense
instrumental of any good.towards e
in our schools and community,
be complained of and -found fault

report of the Superintendant
members of THE BOARD OF School

in our work and if we have

the members of the several schools,

parents who manifest but little i
their children are out of the
themsevlesheard if there is a holiday o

d more apparent, as time passes on,
s. in the way of progress lies with
manifest no interest whatever, except to

cases out of every ten without cam.
soldiersand blusterers that, you hear creaking

source of

trouble. In most cases they are too old
more than to keep silence and not attempt to work

critics of our schools I have failed to receive
.made; and evenone pressing upon the not
town meeting assembled the great necessity
that in his own opinion the children were more be

other we were prepared to
on thepart of. the town to

power to do is develop-

my friends and fellow-la
to do under such circum
year

: some we were

sorry to lose and

any to say of them, they have
of the publicschools It is

service

reporach and condemnation should acquaint hi
the factsand then speak as his good judgement and
approves .If there is anything wrong say so and

at change of place

listeners with no better effect than

20
becomnigvery excellent instructors. The principal
to be, to have them understand that they can
e children. Slow and sure must be the motto for
in some instances for years. Patience and persevence
the qualifying virtues of the successful teacher.
will not be “seven times but seventy time
s as often as is necessary for a good understand
to be taught It .would be well and ought
of every ,teacher, and more‘ especially
of school, to go over every advance lesson
pupils and call their attention to every difficult part o
is any new principle involved in the solution
they should go through the explanation one
until the pupils obtain a good understanding
required of them. I heard a teacher give out
dismiss a class with these words : “Now don’t
e how to do these examples, for I shan’t t
get them all out yourselves.” I looked
constituting the lesson through hastily, and came
dusion that the probabilities were, nine failures t
on. This methodis believed to be wrong in
e duty of theteacher
their own efforts have
to teach them, by example how to learn
lesson. The nile holds true in reading. Every re
exercise should be read to the pupils by the teacher
are required to read it. The teacher should be care
correctly and naturally. Give them a good example
quire them to follow. Children will then improve
idly for all children are good imitators as it is the
learn almost everything during the earlier years of s
It bears a close relation to the much-used term “object
ing,” if it is n o object-teaching itself. Some
massachusetts Teacher defines object-teaching as
observation and illustration
The teacher illustrates
scholar observees what he is doing and in this way

d to think, though I a

t the teacher tells

22
not for some more engrossing matter to be

ed over, creating additional weariness and
more unfit for pursuing the particular labor
mom. Although the custom has not been prohibited
is uncertain how you may view the subject
approved. The town expects their best
to them, and should have them. It is
observerthat the attention of some is
from the narrow path of duty for light
All this trifling should be laid aside and
cultivated. If they teach merely for
having something to do, with no desire to excel, it
to seek
other employment, one in which
suffer but themselves from wanton neglect.
agoodclass of teachers but they may become m
than they are at the present, if they will not limitthe
theidea that when they have heard a certain
all their duty is done. They must rise
o r they will find themselves going back
What; we want is more earnest work, more
to duty, a livelier interest in all that is going on in.
aswell as in the school mom, and a constant wacthfunless
every opportunity to improve and make themselves
ficient in the discharge of the peculiar duties
vocation. It is not strange that some of our
thuasiasm We must 'remember they really
limited opportunities for improvement.
from our High school where probably the
as aprofession has scarecely been named and where
preparation is made for the profession, they, enter
to the office of teacher with very crude if any
they are expected to do or how they are t
the raw material given them, and certain
and are told what they are expected to do
away as often wrong as right, until bitter experience
them better. They need to be taught this simple

becauseit

.

some

.
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they desire to do, and then seek the best method
I
convinced that most failures arise from a
knowledge on the part of teachers of just what they.
There is nothing definite in their own minds,
there is no system in their teaching. Matters
from day to day sometimes better and sometimes
Theyare never masters of the situation and compel
move in just such circles as they Have
Everything to be done in the school
decidedupon after maturedeliberationandthen worka calm decided persevering energy and then there
possibility of failure. Can this be brought about?
can be. In the first place teachers should fed
that the School Committee have charge of the
Mr. A. or Mr.. B. Let them feel thatit is
at they are to please and not the parents and
feeling of the popular pulse and more earnschool room. Although there is much reason
talk earnestly of the wants of the school
of us all; yet the schools are not in a
y will compare favorablywith any schools
and perhaps in the State outside the cites
Neither are our teachers less competent
discharge of their dutues than others.
constantly, and as a class are better q
will do better work as they gain experience
They are as devoted as we have reason toexnot do just as we wish at all times lest some
advantage of any temporal dissatisfaction will raise
popular mind and undo what we have been lato accomplish. I confess I have notdared
certain experiments which are thought to be
y because they are so much in apposition
of what schools are designed for, that it
create a perfect uproar, and every- store and
converted into a miniature Congress
the

am

where
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pe the result, feeling and, know

e not only saved ex

us to consider our schools specially and we
with the Primary department.
consider that about half of all the scholars conour schools during the year are members of this
we shall at once become conscious of its importeducational system, and the care that is necessary
s welfare. During the Winter term of
were three. hundred and forty-five scholars
with an average attendance of
five-tenths, making seventy-five and
the whole number, which was a good
dance for a Winter term. In the Spring there
nineteen members with an averageatd and fifty-nine, or eighty-one and sixcent. I n the Fall term there was three hundred
two members with an average attendance of two
-five, or eighty-one and sixty-seven oneOn the first of January of the present
hundred and sixty-six members of &e.
in this department, under the care of se
principals and two assistants.
ese schools are in good condition and are doing
other two are doing as well as we have reader the circumstances. Ninety little children
one small room, are too many. Yet I
I did when the arrangement was made, that i
could do. with the means at our disposal:
opinion that the requirements to be
e quite as high as they should be,
mend any change until after another
Renders are better adapted to the w
the improvement has been very m
excellent readers among these Primary
ailing fault is top little relaxation from a
seats. I believe there should be at least
hour devoted to some kind of physical
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I believe still farther’ that no
ought to be engaged more than twenty
If it is longer they become w
interest. Just as soon as the interest fails
re is lost-than gained by ‘driving
exercises be brief and sprightly.
wholenumberof scholars in the Intermed
inter termwas one hundred and fifty-fou
ndred and thirty-one the p
e. In the Spring term the whole
even ; the average att
five-tenths; the per
twelve one-hundredth.
all term was onehundred an
hundred and’ thirty ; per
wenty-eight hundredths.
e schools on the first day
d and seventy-two under
ools are all in good co
good work. The teachers are enthusiastic
a good degree, with their own zeal
e changes have been highly beneficial, as r
ll. I am inclined to a like opinion in these
mary Schools, that the requirements by the c
quite as high as is desirableand think achange
in Mental Arithmetic. In all the other exerc
are fully up to the requirements and in some
goneconsiderably farther and are at this time
Thewhole number of scholars in the Hi
Schools during the Winter term was one hun
four ;
the average number one hundred a
tenths ; the per cent. of attendance eighty
_theSpring term the whole n
enty-seven ; average number
per cent.‘ of attendance eighty-one and
dredths. I n the Fall term the whole
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nd eleven ; average number ninety-seven ; per cent.
nce eighty-seven and thirty-eight one-hundredths.
t day of January the whole number connected
Schools was one hundred and twenty-one, The
the Center and Western parts of the town are as
ought to be ; an average attendance of forty scholne teacher, is enough in any school and these two
trifle short of that number. And +it is confidently
that the Eastern school will equal that number at the
ement of the next term. So many of the scholars
ten and twelve years of age stay out of school, all
the summer, in the Eastern part of the town, that It
r school small and backward. If the parents would
their children to school as constantly here as in othof the town it would be a great benefit to them,and
standard of scholarship considerably. The schools
Center and West part of the town have completed the
y required of them and are now engaged in reear’s work. That at the Eastern is a few pages
itten Arithmetic. They will probably complete
and have a few weeks for review before the examt the close of the term takes place.
hole number of scholars in the Grammar School durinter term was fifty-seven; the average attendance
fifty-five one hundredths ; per cent. of attendance
t and six-tenths. During the Springterm the whole
sixty-six ; average attendance fifty-seven and fiveer cent. of attendance eighty-seven and one-tenth. *
Fall term the whole number was fifty-six ; average
e fifty-two and ope-tenth ; per cent. of attendance
and nine-tentha. The number connected with this
he first day of January was fifty-eight. I believe
the best schools I ever witnessed for the culal intelligence and intellectual training, and
serious doubts ifthe labors and devotion of
eive a just appreciation. If more effort was

made

for show and less

efit of the pupils many would be much better pleas
results. I can think of but one thing at this time,
change suggests itself an

ugh some of the time devoted to Arithmetic
more useful if some simple work on Natural
substituted twice each week
in the study of Grammar has p
is reform will prove equally so.
the graduatingclass of this school that we must lo
standard of excellence of the Common School and
tainments of this class are high or low so is the s
excellence. This standard was high last year but
and confidently look forward for work better pe
the class about to graduate or move forward to the H
than that of last year. I am
hove completed the Grammar School course of study
tained an average standing in the class should be pe
receive the advantages of the High School if they
That the questions propounded
an average scholar having passed over the co
tounderstandand give intelligent answers.
lieve in test questions for exa
dispensed with altogether.
The whole number of scholars belonging to th
last Winter term was forty
nine; per cent. of attenda
Spring term the whole number was
tendance forty-nine ; per cent. of attendance
term the whole number was fifty ; av
five ;
per cent. ninety. Whole number a t the
forty-nine.. Notwithstanding the
teacher €or two terms the course of the
ward andupward. Taking substitutes for one
last graduates and for the
the senior class, it made

ing last winter did good work and made fair
others wasted their time and kept back the
IAL STATEMENT FOR

THE

partment to the Town
necessity €or such a school ex
must cheerfully do our best t
the greatest possible good
end in view we have taken

be done and does it well

so successful asto rece

Knowles

“

rument injured by rain on

in Town Hall for Winter School, 500
airing stoves and pipes,
31 59
n g Western and Conant St. school
wis P, Morgan repairs on Eastern house,

olmes repairing stoves and pipe,
D. Knowles labor and material,
"
services cleaning snow, &c.,
window hooks.

6 75

46 81
13 79
50 0

200

e sundries furnished for Western school, 2 90

Holmes handles for window hooks;
eph paint and labor,

______________
Total expenses,
Eastern school hou
School furniture,,
Books for poor children,

for Conant

St. Pri

165 90
121 99
$518 19

The special appropriation for fence a n d bu

Western school yard was expended by the Select
le for the expenditure. No money has been spent without
the necessities of the case demanded it, and has found the a

proval of the Board of Selectmen.
In closing let me state that the whole number of children
n an the first day of May, 1873, between five and fifteen
years of age was 818, of this number 690 have beeninsuch
some part of the year ; as near as I can now ascertain ;
whole number over fifteen is 121,

thoroughly discussed, such as tardiness, non-atten

aiding and sustaining our teache
arduous task and leaving all t
low citizens whose servants w

